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Deep-flow analysis improves code checking 

Tamworth, Staffs, June 7 2011 -- Phaedrus Systems is now supplying the new 
release of the QA·C code analysis tool from Programming Research. QA·C 8.0 
goes beyond static code analysis, using sophisticated technology to perform deep-
flow dataflow analysis which identifies critical coding issues relating to control-
flow, variable state and library usage.  

“Unlike many current static analysis tools, which abstract summary data and 
analyse it at the software interface layers, QA·C 8.0 focuses on detailed code 
semantics,” said Chris Hills, Chief Technical Officer at Phaedrus Systems. “It 
provides the C and C++ developer with a precise and detailed functional analysis 
of the bits and bytes of his software-based systems.”  

This is the first use in deep-flow static analysis products of an advanced industry-
proven Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver engine. This is combined with 
Programming Research’s in-house language and parsing expertise in function 
control flow and detailed semantics, to produce a new level of understanding of 
the code. 

In addition to the well-known language vulnerabilities, QA·C 8.0 provides 
additional value-sensitive operations that are particularly relevant to embedded 
applications, such as invalid pointer operations, dangerous arithmetic operations 
and flow control anomalies.  

QA·C 8.0 provides developers of safety-critical and high reliability embedded 
systems with increased confidence in the quality of their C and C++ code. It is 
available now from Phaedrus Systems. 

About Phaedrus Systems 

Phaedrus Systems Limited is the UK’s leading specialist in the support of 
engineers at all stages of embedded safety-critical and high-integrity projects. 
Tools available include requirements capture for ISO 26262, IEC 61508, EN 50128 
and nuclear applications, a SIL3 RTOS and compiler validation reports. 
Consultants have experience working on automotive, rail and aerospace 
applications, meeting standards such as IEC 61508 SIL4, and D0178B. Backing 
these is a wide range of other relevant embedded tools. 

Independent advice is strengthened by the company’s founder being an active 
participant in several standards bodies, including ISO C, C++ and IEC 61508-3, 
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and a principal author of MISRA-C:2004. Phaedrus Systems is based in Tamworth, 
Staffordshire. More information is available on the website www.phaedsys.com 

For more information, please contact Chris Hills, Technical Director and 
Founder, Phone: +44 1827 259546, Email: chills@phaedsys.com  

 


